Intermediate

So & Such (adverb and determiner)
Begin the exercise by highlighting the difference between ‘so’ as a conjunction and
as an adverb.
•
•
•
•

I come to English lessons so I can improve my English (reason: in order that)
My English was very bad so I started going to English lessons (reason: therefore)
My English was so bad that nobody could understand me (adverb)
I have such a bad level of English that nobody can understand me. (determiner)

Next, pre-teach the structures with sample sentences. Reach for the ceiling and say:
“I can’t touch the ceiling because it is too high. Or, the ceiling is so high that I
can’t touch it. Or, it is such a high ceiling that I can’t touch it.”
• I can’t lift the suitcase because it is too heavy – The suitcase is so heavy that I
can’t lift it.
• The plate was too hot so I couldn’t hold it – The plate was so hot that I couldn’t
hold it.
• Why can’t I lift the suitcase? – Because it is such a heavy suitcase.
• Why couldn’t I hold the plate? – Because it is such a hot plate.
Next call out ‘so’ or ‘such’ for the students to give the alternative answers.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

The beach was very nice. I stayed there all day.
The food was delicious. I ate all of it.
The mountain was too high for us to climb.
The dress was too tight for me to fit in it.
The light was very bad. We couldn’t take photos.
The sea was rough. We couldn’t go swimming.
The car was too slow. It took hours to get there.
They team were awful. They lost 5-0.
The man was too old. He couldn’t keep up.
The shoes were too tight. They hurt her feet.
The smell was very bad. It made us feel sick.
The party was too loud. I couldn’t sleep.
The hotel was too expensive. We couldn’t afford it.
The dancers were very good. We watched the whole show.
The play was very boring. I fell asleep.
The horse was very fast. It won every race.
The runner was unfit. He always came last.
The hairdresser is terrible. I will never use her again. (won’t)
The connection was too bad. I couldn’t talk on the phone.
The list was too long. I couldn’t remember it all.
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